
Unified Digital
Experience Platform
Accelerating Digital Self-care



Today’s era of digitization has unearthed a plethora of challenges for 
telecom operators. On one hand, profit margins have thinned and average 
revenue per user (ARPU) has reduced significantly. On the other, 
over-the-top players have emerged as serious competition. 

Therefore, transitioning from service providers to digital service providers 
becomes imperative for these players. The aim is to provide an optimal 
customer experience, typically entailing a seamless and unified journey 
across multiple channels.

A consolidated digital services delivery platform is required, which 
accelerates an operator’s transformational journey

The Unified Digital Experience platform (UDXP) is designed to facilitate 
digital self-care. 

Unified Digital Experience Platform  

Unified Digital
Experience Platform

Increasing Customer Engagements          Acquiring Customer Data

Understanding & Leveraging Data

Customer experience:
Imperative for Every Operator

Personalized
Messages

Appropriate
Time

Targeted
Recipients

Reducing Capex and Opex Used to
maintain Multiple Channels 

The offering is supported by actionable insights and a deep analytics-
driven platform. This offers multiple benefits, including a self-care suite with 
pre-built features for an operator's retail and enterprise customers. This 
accelerates the digital self-care journey for all stakeholders. 



In addition, the platform ensures an enhanced omni-channel experience 
for customers. This, in turn, is aimed at increasing ARPUs and improving 
customer experience management scores for an operator.   

Other benefits include 

Agile based operations 
ensuring frequent
application updates 

Artificial intelligence (AI) and 
machine learning (ML)-based 
recommendations

Accelerating Key Elements of an
Operator’s Digital Transformation Journey 

CUSTOMER INTERFACE 
(OPERATIONS)

FULFILLMENT ASSURANCE
AND BILLING

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

- Omni-channel enablement
- Digital acquisition
- CLC management
- Dynamic pricing

- Digital marketing
- Brand monitoring
- Social listening
- Big data analytics

- Self-Service
- Account management
- Integrated systems
- Integrated billing systems

- Digitized portfolio management
- Customer self assurance

- Digital innovation
- Product experience 
- Simulation tools
- Automated feedback

- Demand assessment
- Product catalogue
- Dynamic pricing
- Integration of M&A 

Ensuring a Seamless, Omni-Channel Journey

Bill Info
My Profile
Data Usage
VAS
Usage History

Ringtones
Credit Services
Call Management
Roaming
Prepaid Services for Post-Paid
My Plan

Bill Information
My Profile
Channels
Electronic Program Guide
Rescan
Manage PIN
Package Change
Error Guide

Bill Information
My Profile
Data Usage
More Information

Television

Fixed-Line

Broadband

Loyalty
Loyalty Points
Money in Your Mobile
Cloud Push Messages
App Support and Information
Locate Us
Service Request
Settings
Games
Facebook Integration
Ad Banners

Self-Care

Mobile

Other Features
Seasonal Themes
Fully Integration of Google 
Analytics
Reports
Loyalty Based App Themes
App Rating Management
Credit Limmit Enhancement

Bill Information
My Profile
Data Usage
eBill
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Comviva is the global leader of mobility solutions catering to The Business of Tomorrows. The company is a subsidiary of Tech Mahindra and a part 
of the $20.8 billion Mahindra Group. Its extensive portfolio of solutions spans digital financial services, customer value management, messaging and 
broadband solution and digital lifestyle services and managed VAS services. It enables service providers to enhance customer experience, 
rationalize costs and accelerate revenue growth. Comviva’s solutions are deployed by over 130 mobile service providers and financial institutions 
in over 95 countries and enrich the lives of over two billion people to deliver a better future. 
For more information, please visit www.mahindracomviva.com

Offering a Personalized Experience
for the Digitally Connected Consumer

Enhanced Omni-Channel
Customer Experience

Offers a unified customer experience for digital 
self-care across all channels. This includes the 
internet, the mobile handset, smart watches and 
the USSD and SMS platforms.

Faster time to market, facilitated by over 30 
pre-built self-care modules, as well as a smart 
integration layer based on XSLT. This eliminates 
the requirement of proxy servers to connect with 
operations and business support systems 
(OSS/BSS), therefore efficient and rapid
 integrations are achieved.  

Enabling a Full-Scale Digital Offering
Rapidly consolidates an operator’s offerings via 
an integrated digital platform

The digital platform ensures a decrease in 
customer queries

Houses the Acquisition, Increased Engagement 
and Re-Engagement (AIR) model. This ensures an 
operator’s average revenue per user is 
enhanced and return on investment is improved. 

Intelligent Platform-Compliant with 
Industry 4.0 Norms 

Facilitates AI and ML-based recommendations

Supports AI-based self-care enablement

Why Mahindra Comviva
The operator accrued the following business benefits

from deployments in MENA and Kenya 

Daily
transactions 

valued at over
$24 million

An over
1,000-fold

increase in daily 
transactions

Over
2.1 million daily 

active
subscribers

A 
98 per cent
reduction in 
overheads

Over
16 million total 

installations


